
Reflection
Photography assignment 4

I grew up with photography, it being my Dads hobby. On winter evenings he turned the 
house into a dark room, we helped with printing and saw images magically emerging from 
blank paper. We travelled in car conveys on camera club trips devised by my Mum and sat 
through slide shows judging wonky horizons.

With the course I found Daniel Meadows (2017) photobus intriguing with his ways of 
seemingly honestly capturing people and his appealing early life as a nomad on his special 
photobus. His sequence of images overlain with his simple dialogue captures something of 
himself too, I felt like I got to know him through seeing what he saw and hearing his 
thoughts. I found the documentary photography of Alec Soth (2017) a less honest 
reflection of the people he was capturing. I think Meadows likes people and accepts them, 
whereas Soth is observing the people from a distance, his work seems judgemental. 

I thought land art would be my thing from my understanding & appreciation of natural 
process, but Hamish Foulton's (Tate, 2017) walking art wound me up! I think he is uptight 
with his work, with the minimal words and ideas. I am envious of his art walks so no doubt 
his work touched a nerve? I preferred the work of Richard Long (Tate, 2009), he seems 
more inclusive to viewers to engage with his walks and ideas. Piecing together land art 
with conceptual art (ideas first), fluxus (anti establishment) and ephemeral (fleeting) was 
useful to placing my own interests in the land along with my growing knowledge of art 
history. 

Looking at the American photographers on their road trips, along with new topographics 
felt reassuring that other people are also seeing mans built industrial landscapes to be 
startling yet beautiful. I appreciated that simple repetitive patterns like the water or gas 
towers are presented to reinforce to the viewer what the subject is.

I thought this course would be easy for me with my family background, but it has been 
hard. I have an digital archive from 2004 of many unseen photographs that document my 
hidden creative endeavours and a downward slide in my life, revisiting this has been 
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emotional but an important process. I feel brighter for it, I can move on and transform my 
relationship with photography. Yesterday looking for inspiration I went to see my Dad and 
rummage in his camera cupboard. He brought out a beautiful black Rolleiflex SLR with 
four lenses, looking through was like peering into a different dimension! Today, I shot a film 
in a compact and tried to capture what I felt when I was buffeted by the wind and saw 
grass turn to white light and swirl like the sea. Tomorrow, I will have the film developed and 
printed and enjoy seeing the good and the bad. And after that? I'm looking forward to 
getting to know photography some more and taking the Rollieflex camera out for an 'art 
walk' to see where that leads me.
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